New contest for Week 1256: Picture this — a caption contest.

Regular members of the Leisure Community, you know the drill. Now readers, meet the drill. Meet the captioned image. This week, provide a funny caption for any of the images above, chosen at random by the Leisure (or some other image owner). The four captions chosen each Picture this — a caption contest.

1. Regular members of the Leisure Community, you know the drill. Now readers, meet the drill. Meet the captioned image. This week, provide a funny caption for any of the images above, chosen at random by the Leisure (or some other image owner). The four captions chosen each Picture this — a caption contest.

2. Regular members of the Leisure Community, you know the drill. Now readers, meet the drill. Meet the captioned image. This week, provide a funny caption for any of the images above, chosen at random by the Leisure (or some other image owner). The four captions chosen each Picture this — a caption contest.

3. Regular members of the Leisure Community, you know the drill. Now readers, meet the drill. Meet the captioned image. This week, provide a funny caption for any of the images above, chosen at random by the Leisure (or some other image owner). The four captions chosen each Picture this — a caption contest.

4. Regular members of the Leisure Community, you know the drill. Now readers, meet the drill. Meet the captioned image. This week, provide a funny caption for any of the images above, chosen at random by the Leisure (or some other image owner). The four captions chosen each Picture this — a caption contest.